To go for the future

Study with us
International courses and programmes
An excellent place to start your future

At Stockholm University we offer our students an open and stimulating environment in one of the most beautiful and dynamic capital cities in the world. Since its founding in 1878, Stockholm University contributes to the development of a sustainable democratic society through knowledge, enlightenment and the pursuit of truth, based on critical thinking.

Stockholm University is one of Sweden’s largest institutions for higher education and one of the 100 highest ranked universities in the world*. As an international student, you will have direct interaction with leading researchers in your field and access to the most recent scientific findings. You will develop your ability to think independently, to analyze and to solve problems, qualities that are required in advanced international careers. On behalf of all our staff and students, I would like to welcome you to Stockholm University.

Astrid Söderbergh Widding, President

To find your path – study with us

To be taught by leading researchers. To study in the presence of Nobel. To make friends for life and build an international network. The reasons to study at Stockholm University are plentiful.

Come to the Swedish capital and let Stockholm University be part of the journey that shapes your future. Here you will be taught by leading experts, in close interaction between students and teachers, where knowledge and new perspectives are in focus. Our Frescati Campus is situated in the Royal National City Park and the city centre is only three stops away with the metro. In Stockholm, you are never more than 300 metres away from a green space.

Education and research are closely linked at Stockholm University, where excellent research conditions and international exchange opportunities at all levels are in place, making it a great stepping stone to an international career. The English spoken and written by our academics receives high praise in a survey among international students.

First class education awaits you. To find your path, study in Stockholm!

* Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) 2021
Stockholm – The Swedish capital with a unique mixture of rural and urban

Does Swedish design, fashion and innovation catch your interest? Are you intrigued by the music, culture, and history? Or are you perhaps drawn to the beauty, environmentalism and nature? Stockholm, the metropolis built on fourteen islands, offers a multitude of options for everyone. The capital city of Sweden is home to the Royal Palace, has several waterfronts and a quaint old town. Though a bustling city, you are never far from the countryside. Stockholm is also a centre for innovation and startups. Use your time here to learn, get inspired and get to know Sweden and Stockholm!

Why Stockholm University?
- First-class education and research in a wide range of subjects
- Be taught by leading experts
- The level of English among academics is high
- You can lead a fun and exciting student life
- The natural setting, with campus in a national city park, is stunning

How to apply

Courses and programmes
The following links will help you in your application process, give further details on our courses and programmes, entry requirements, fees and scholarships. Application deadline is in the middle of January.

universityadmissions.se
su.se/coursecatalogue
su.se/entryrequirements
su.se/tuitionfees
su.se/scholarships

Exchange studies
To be able to apply as an exchange student there must be a formal exchange agreement between your home institution and Stockholm University. Contact the international coordinator at your home institution for nomination and application deadlines and check out these links for more information:

su.se/exchange-students
su.se/departmentalcoordinators
Guilherme Tácito, Brazil
Master's degree in Management

“I think participating as much as possible in the academic life outside of the classroom was one thing that helped me adapt to Sweden. You need to put effort into it. I really liked the setup of the lectures. We had a lot of group discussions, there was no single-minded way of seeing things. We weren't just supposed to memorise concepts, but be able to discuss and apply what we learned to reality.”

Radhika Gupta, India
Master's degree in Social-Ecological Resilience for Sustainable Development

“The studies were challenging in many ways, I had to get used to reading scientific material and every concept was new to me. At the same time, it was really valuable. I learned how everything applied to the real world.”

Nicholas Baldwin Skaldetvind, USA
Master's degree in English

“Stockholm University for me represents a validation that I am a poet that can in fact write poetry. Thanks to the university’s knowledgeable professors, I followed a romantic inspiration to let my imagination unfurl. I find Stockholm stimulating because there is a beauty of the urban cityscape with the natural waterscape that is truly conducive to the creation of meaningful works.”

Read more: su.se/alumni

For a full list of programmes, visit su.se/mastersprogrammes
For courses and bachelor programmes, visit su.se/coursecatalogue and use the filter “For international students”
For PhD studies at Stockholm University, visit su.se/phd

50 countries in which we have exchange agreements
1,400 exchange students 2019/20
Our researchers. Your teachers

Education and research are closely linked at Stockholm University. As a student, you will have direct contact with leading researchers in your field and access to the most recent scientific findings. Our researchers. Your teachers. Meet a few of them here.

Sol Juárez
Senior Lecturer Department of Public Health Sciences

"I really enjoy working with my colleagues at the Department of Public Health Sciences. It is inspiring to see the passion and commitment that everyone shows in offering our students a high-quality education. I can use my own research to illustrate the importance of anchoring empirical research in a theoretical foundation. It is invaluable to see firsthand the power of education to transform the world."

Sara Strandberg
Professor Department of Physics

"At Stockholm University we have the Oskar Klein Centre which is one of the best places to be for anyone interested in particle physics, astroparticle physics or cosmology. Researchers here work together to answer some of the outstanding questions about the universe, such as the origin of dark matter and dark energy. We have recruited many leading international researchers, among them Nobel Prize winner Frank Wilczek, which makes the centre a really vibrant place."

Andreas Madestam
Associate Professor in the Department of Economics

"An international environment is key for facilitating the exchange of ideas, allowing us to experience and interact with people of different backgrounds, both as faculty and as students, in research, teaching, and socially."

Read more: su.se/yourteachers
Follow us @stockholmuniversity

Get to know the university campus, the city with its cafés, parks, historic sites and attractions through @stockholmuniversity. Our Instagram account invites students, alumni, researchers and others to be guest editors. Tune in to get inspiration, insights and share experiences. Follow our social media channels to get a sense of what it’s like to study at Stockholm University!
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su.se/study, study@su.se